The Programme

Our programme explores the history of the 16th
century Reformation in Germany and Switzerland
with special sessions by Dr Bernhard Kaiser over
two days on Luther and the doctrine which caused
the break with Rome.
Other evening sessions will concentrate on more
local aspects of reformation history in preparation
for the different outings planned. Talks will be
supplemented with DVDs depicting the lives of the
Reformers with opportunity for informal discussion.
The programme of outings on offer includes visits
to historic sites connected with Reformers and
early Anabaptists in Basel. Zürich, Strasbourg, also
Wildhaus, in the Swiss Alps, where Ulrich Zwingli
the Swiss reformer was born.

Haus Barnabas
is a Christian family guest house and
retreat centre led by Pastor Len Holder,
his wife Phyl along with Tim & Deb
Brooks and family.
Haus Barnabas is located in the village
of Utzenfeld in the Wiese valley, seen
here below. We are easily accessible,
just 30 miles from Basel and 20 miles
from Freiburg

Zwingli's home in Wildhaus where he was born
in 1484

Name: …...........................................................
Address: ….......................................................
….........................................................................
….........................................................................
Email: …...........................................................
Tel: ….................................................................
Accompanying persons:
Names: .............................................................
….........................................................................
….........................................................................

Some free time is built into the programme so that
you can relax and enjoy the beauties of the Black
Forest.

Dr Bernhard Kaiser is founder and director of
the Institute of Reformational Theology in
Reiskirchen near Giessen, Germany, and is lecturer
in Systematic Theology at the Selye-János
University in Komámo, Slovakia. His passion is
teaching the relevance of Reformation theology for
today’s generation.

Booking Form

Rooms required:
Double: ( ) Twin: ( ) Single: ( )
Extra bed in double or twin room ( )
Date of arrival …...................................
Date of departure ….............................
No. of days …...........
For relaxation there are footpaths to suit
every degree of fitness, cable cars up the
mountains and excellent public transport
services. All guests receive a 'guest card'
which gives free use of public transport in
most of the Black Forest.

By scheduling this reformation
programme over ten days we are
ensuring you will have time for your
own activities in addition to being able
to participate fully in our planned
outings.

I wish to book all outings: Yes ( ) No ( )
I wish to be met at:
Basel airport: ( )
Mulhouse or Basel train station: ( )
(Please let us have arrival details by email or
letter in plenty of time.)
Special dietary needs if any:
…........................................................................
I enclose cheque for £...................... made
out to 'Haus Barnabas'
…....................................................................
Signature

Booking instructions

Costs

Bookings should be made directly with Haus
Barnabas. Please contact us before booking to
ensure availability,

£410 (450€) per person in en-suite
double or twin room for the 10 nights
with breakfast, evening meal plus a light
lunch Sunday.

Email:

len.holder@haus-barnabas.com

Tel: 0049 7673 7760
British cheques should be made out to 'Haus
Barnabas' and sent with the completed booking
form to:
Mrs Rosemary Edwards,
5a Sussex Gardens,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8DU
We request a booking deposit of £5 per person
per day and full payment by 8th August.

Bookings can also be made by email with
payment by direct transfer into our UK
account: Lloyds Bank
'Haus Barnabas' Acc No. 03415545
Sort Code: 30-96-11
Travel from UK – Easyjet fly from Gatwick,
Luton, Bristol and Edinburgh; BA from
Heathrow and Ryanair from Stansted and Dublin
to Basel. Eurostar train via Paris or Brussels is
another possibility. We are happy to meet you
from Basel, Zürich or Mulhouse.

Accommodation in Haus Barnabas is limited
but we have the availability of additional
rooms in the locality.

in

Haus Barnabas
in the Black Forest

Single rooms cost £460 (500€) but may
need to be in village accommodation. Please
enquire.
A third and fourth person sharing a room,
whether child or adult £230 (250€)

Prices are for 10 days and extra days will
be charged pro rate.
The additional cost of full participation in
the “Reformation Week” is £100.
This includes the cost of outings to Zürich;
Basel, Strasbourg and Wildhaus in the
Swiss Alps where Zwingli was born.

(Outings can also be booked and paid for in
Euros when with us)
Additional local tax of £2.60 per day

Protestant Cathedral in Basel

You will of course need a valid passport and
don't forget to get your European Health
Insurance Card (EHIC).

“Luther and more”
19th – 29th Sept. 2017
A spiritually rewarding
programme exploring the
16th century reformation
in southern Germany
and Switzerland
with special guest speaker:

Dr Bernhard Kaiser
(on 26th-28th Sept)

Please note: Your booking deposit is nonreturnable, but in the event of you having to
cancel, it can be used as deposit for a future
holiday in Haus Barnabas if booked within 12
months.

’Holidays with a theme’

Erasmus' Greek N.T. published in Basel
played a major role in bringing the
reformers back to the Scriptures.

Haus Barnabas im Engel
Wiesentalstr 47, 79694 Utzenfeld
Germany
Website: www.haus-barnabas.com

